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. NOTE ON, OHE METHOD USED BY THE ItfSTITUT GECGRAPHIQUE

NATIONAL p- COMPILING ORE MAP OF .$KE ..SAHARAN REGIONS

... ON THE ;SCALE jt200,000

; -■;- The preparation of maps by aerial stereophotogrammetry, a method now

used almost exclusively throughout the world on all so-called "topographical"

scales, necessitates knowledge of-the co-ordinates and altitudes of a oertain

number,of landmarks identifiable on the photographs. At the plotting stage

these marks are necessary because the position and bearing parameters of the

places .cannot be determined with the desired degree of precision at the time

. the photographs are taken. . : , . .

Chronologically, the first method employed consists in entirely determ

ining this plotting.control by grourtd operations relying on dense, precise

and homogeneous geodetic and levelling networks. This is still the only

.practicable method for regular surveys, on so-called medium, or large survey

scales, from 1:1,000 to 1:20,000.

Although clumsy and costly; this method is still tolerable in countries

with a high .population density, where the communications ne-twork is dense,

where there are several road-posts and the approach is easy. The length and

cost of ground operations become prohibitive in sparsely populated, desert

or semi-desert regions, where the map scale is smaller (1:50,000, 1:100,000

or 1i200,000), and where, in consequence, the desired vertical precision is
lower, ?

^ effOrt waS theref0Iie made Vo replace ground operations by measuring
operations on photographs and by computations, by means of which a large

proportion of the ground operations can be dispensed with, the latter being

reduced to determination of a limited number of points in position or in

altitude. This method, which is very generally used, no matter what the

nature of the ground, its contours, or its vegetative cover, is known as

aerial traversing. It has been used for some fifteen years with various

application procedures in accordance with constant and well defined general
principles.
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The appearance of large modern electronic computers, which enable

internal (liaisons between plates within the same block) or external

(introduction of data from auxiliary devices, such as the statoscope, vertical

recorders, etc.) adjustment operations, formerly approximatively effected

by graphic or mechanical means, to be replaced by stricter computations, has

in the last few years, led to new developments in the aerial traversing

method and to its being re-oriented.

This aerial traversing does, however, include a certain number of

successive operations - from the preliminary operations of the selection and

pricking of points to the final stage of definitive computations and

adjustments - which require time, highly specialized staff and the operation

of ra.re and costly equipment: first order -plotting devices, high precision

stereocomparators and very, powerful electronic computers.

When, therefore, in 1958 the ION had, by systematically surveying

approximately 200,000 square kilometers annually, to establish a 1:200,000

map of the Saharan regions it sought a method which would make it possible

to determine the necessary plotting control without recourse to. aerial

traversing. For this purpose it used a device, which had appeared on the

market a few years earlier, the airborne profiles recorder (APR).

A. ' The APR principle .

Let us recall briefly ,that the APR consists of an aerial, directed

vertically, which transmits a narrow beam of electromagnetic rays. These

are refleoted by the ground and captured by the aircraft carrying the device,

the latter measuring the time that elapses between the transmission of one

wave and the reception of the reflected wave. This results in a continuous

graphic recording of the uncorrected air-ground distance, which gives a

profile of the terrain on a certain scale. Variations in the aircraft's

altitude are detected by a very sensitive hypsometer whose indications combine

with the echo reception to furnish a corrected profile (red profile), which

is the ground profile as related to an isobaric surface. If the absolute
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altitudes of two ground points on the profile are known, the tilt in.r .!;

relation to the level, surfaces of the isobario surfaces, presumed to be

parallel, oan.be deduced (which.is legitimate in view of the slight

variations in the height of the aircraft); the profile may then be adapted

to bring it into line with a level surface and, on the basis of the known

altitude points, the absolute altitudes of all points of the profile may be

determined,

... In addition, the APR contains a small camera the axis of'which is set

parallel to the transmitting aerial and the shutter releases of which are

recorded on the registering ribbon of the profiles, in this way identifying

on the profile each centre of the small 24 x 36 mm. photographs taken by.the

camera- .. . = . . ,

B» Method of plotting control determination used for the 1;2OQiOOO

map of the Sahara.

I. Horizontal control - Planimetric control is achieved by the now

classical slotted template triangulation method. This control is based on a

small number of astronomical points (approximately 50 to 60 km. between

neighbouring points)a If the large mountain masses (Hoggar, Tibesti) are

discounted, the topography and tectonics of the Sahara are even enough for

deflections from the vertical to be only slight. The relative errors, between

neighbouring points, resulting from their own errors, and differences in

deflection from the vortical are spread each time over a distance of from 50

to 60 km. and, correspond to scale variations which are hardly perceptible on

the scale of the map.

II. Vertical control - The method used for the map of the Saharan regions

is original because the profiles are not recorded while photographing' along

the axes of photographic strips but during a second flight, following routes

which are projected on the ground in the overlapping area common to. two

contiguous s-trips of photographs. These "longitudinal" profiles are completed
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by "transversal" profiles, some of which will be found in the overlap area

between neighbouring photographic missions, the overlap area being chosen in

a favourable region. Qther transversal profiles will be chosen more arbitra

rily in such a way that each longitudinal profile will be cut again by at

least three transversal profiles* In farit, one transversal profile every

100 km, may be sufficient.,

. The flying height chosen for the recording of profiles is such that the

scale :of small 24 x 36 mm, photographs is;very close to that of the stereoscopic

coverage photographs used for plotting. Sine© the normal focus of the complete

APE. camera apparatus is 27 mm,, if the photographic coverage has been effected

with a 125 mm. focus chamber at 65,000°, i.e, at a flying height of 8,100 m«,

profile recording will take place at a flying height of approximately 1850 m,

C. Ground work

Astronomical points will be fixed by means of the now classical procedures

of position astronomy. The position of these points, is not rigidly laid down;

the distance between neighbouring points'may vary quite considerably. In the

case of the Great Western EBG, certain points provided in the initial plan

had to be abandoned because the terrain was'difficulty the average distance

of 50 ion', between neighbouring points'was therefore increased to approximately

100 km. with no special difficulties as a consequence. On the circumference

of the block, points are selected in such a way that the slotted template

triangulation is not extrapolated^

Insofar as the al time trie network of recorded profiles is, concerned, the

longitudinal and transversal profiles together constitute an aggregate which

can be adjusted intrinsically,, "As a rule then, it is sufficient'In order to

determine r-fchV absolute figures of the aggregate to have four known'-points' in

absolute altitude to1 the'four points'of "the block.

In view of the precision obtained from recorded profiles, the barometric

determination of absolute altitudes must 'a priori be excluded, A precision

levelling will be necessary to link up with the APR network. The APR profiles

will be extended until they cut a levelled route again7 and the survey "block"

will then be constituted as a dependent variable of the levelling network,
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The ground work will consist, therefore, - in the case of each point

selected strictly on a profile in" ■proximity to its intersectiori^ith the

levelled route - in determining tHe altitude of the point from the nearest

levelling mark, situated in the worst case, at a distance of 3 to 4 kilometres

away..

D. Office.work .

The photographs are prepared, by pricking and numbering on them the points

of the horizontal control to be determined by slotted template tricngulatiori.

Since,-the. points must be precisely defined horiaontally they .will very often

be different frpm the adaptable vertical points which should preferably be

selected in flat areas, even if their horizontal localization is badly defined.

In -the case of the map of the Sahara, which'is made from photographs on

scales between 1 r55,OOO and 1s9OjOOOj the assembling'of the slotted teniplats

triangulation is effected on a scale of 1:100,000, the transfer of points on

to 1:200,000 maps Tseing carried out by means of a pantograph. ■'- "' "'■ '■

With respect to *altimctry, the analysis of profiles will involve a certain

number of operations! first, the smoothing of the registration curve, a vory

deeply serrated drawing of which 'the average drawing must be taken. The centre

of eaoh of the: small photographs is then transferred on to 'the photographs of

the cartographic coverage. The approximate equality of the scale of the tvro

documents makes it possible to observe, stereoscopically, a "Sittall 24 'X' 36 nun»

photograph twinned with a 18 x 18 bin, or 21 x 23 c.t., photograph, Thi3 transfer

by stereoscopic observation is indispensable, for the point to be transferred

is not always made material by a clear detail- ; . -:

The points necessary to the absclute orientation of each couple, selected

obligatorily on the line defined by the recorded profile, and on a piece of

flat or gently eloping ground, are then transferred on to the axis of the

abscissae of the recording sheet of profiles- by simple proportionality between

the distances taken on the photograph between th& centres of J:he small

photographs and the corrosponding distancss on the recording graph.
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E. Adjustment of the network of. recorded profiles

A specific adjustment of this network must first 'be made, an adjustment

which is possible without any absolute altitude being known. It is thus

absolutely independent of ground observations; it can be made a priori and

when the results of the bridgings on the ground are received in the computer

workshop the absolute elevations can be determined very quickly.

If the network of all the nodal points constituted by an intersection

of the longitudinal and transversal profiles is considered, and if, starting

from a block angle with an arbitrary altitude, the altitudes obtained for

each nodal point by following two different routes are determined, two different

altitudes will be obtained. If the altitude "constants" corresponding to each

profile are made to intervene as unknowns and if the equality of altitudes

for the various courses is written on each nodal point, a number of linear

equations superior to the number of unknowns will be obtained, and these will

be treated by the least squares, in this case, a particularly simple operation

because the not nil. co-efficients are equal to one.

Once inter—profile coherence is ensured these altitudes of arbitrary

origin will have to be transformed into true altitudes. If .the level surfaces

coincides with the isobaric surfaces a single known altitude would be

sufficient to mark the dimensions of all the profiles. This coincidence has

not, however, occurred; there is moreover a theoretical formula giving the

slope of isobaric surfaces, as compared with the level surfaces, in terms of

the angle of drift of the aircraft, the latitude and the earth's rotation,

but this formula is based on certain hypotheses which have not been strictly

cheoked. It appears safer, therefore, to determine the true altitude of some

selected points on. the circumference of the block,, by linking up with

levelling marks. The differences between true altitudes and altitudes obtained

after internal adjustment should vary linearly; they indicate the slope of

the referenoe isobaric surface as compared with the level surfaces. The

profiles could then be "adapted" to the points of known altitude; if there

are too many known point the adaptations could be made on average values

derived from groups of neighbouring points. The residues on the known points

after this adaptation will make it possible to define the precision to be

expected of the method*
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The determination of the altitude of points necessary to plotting,

transferred, as has been seen, on to the recording graph of the profiles,

merely requires simple measurements of ordinates.

F. Limitations of the method :, ■-•■- ■

Ine width "of the cone of waves transmitted by the APR is not negligible

and cuts out a circular section Oh the ground; if, however, at a .given moment

the axis of the transmitting aerial is not strictly vertical, this section ■

will in reality be slightly elliptical. It might be said that the recorded

echo is a^xtof mean of echos relating to the various points of the section

ofrt^a V0-?^ a^di that :i;liisvm©.an; corresponds at a given moment to the. plumb point

Of I&e,aerial, and therefore, at the moment when-the , shutter of the small

camera is.released, to the centre of the small, 24 x .36 mm, plate. On broken

ground,,,.at a-place where the slope changes, the echo will no longer refer to

the plumb point of tlie..aerial .but to a point .the positipn of which has been

sifted and which is moreover .extremely diffioult to define. In this case

therefore tliere, will be an altimetri,c error in the plumb point of the small

photograph wliiph w^ll l?e. difficult to calculate but which will rapidly become

unacceptable*

"The important thing, therefore, is not that the ground should be even

but that it should consist of sufficiently extensive areas, which are flat; or

with^a sl©^,!reg&Lar not too steepy, to enable the recording to be stabilized

and where the vertical control points necessary to plotting may be seleot©,d-

In the Sahara, for example,, even a broken contour is frequently of the tabular

type.and the method can be. employed without great inconvenience. On the other

hand, a,classical topographic terrain, where the slopes change, frequently,

cannot be treated by this method without unacceptable errors. An isolated

undulation in the ground, even if very pronounced, will not lead to rejection

of the method; the photographs covering this isolated undulation should then

be treated by spatial aerial triangulation. Subject to the above-mentioned

reservations with respect to relief, the Saharan lands and barren lands generallj

lacking in vegetation lend themselves particularly well to the application of

the APfr method. '"
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G» Tlie1 advantages of the method

The moot obvious advantage of the method is that it enables -vertical'' •=

plotting control to "be determined quickly, without complicated calculations

and with extremely reduced ground operations.

. ,. Its originality lies in the determination of absolute altitudes in

.^comparison with the zero level surface, from relative broken stretches to

an isobario reference, surface,, in principle variable with time in'form and

in position. ,

1 The principle adopted consists in re-establishing the homogeneity of.

'longitudinal profiles with the assistance -of tr-ansversal profile far* in. the.

case of a large block, the longitudinal profiles,cannot all.be recorded on .

the same day and atmospheric conditions may vary from one,day.to another and

even during the oourse of one and.the same day. The coherence of results

obtained by the simple adjustment method described above, however, and the

smallness of residues show that in'Saharan regions, in the proximity of the.

altitude selected for profile recordings, the atmospherics are sufficiently

stable for the isobaric surfaces to be considered'as having constant, slopes.

and curvatures and varying simply by a vertical translation. ,. ,, — ■.::..'

H. Results obtained

This method has been used for several years for the annual successive

1s2Q0,000 survey strips of, the map of the Sahara.

'■'■' The attached .■.diagram relates to, a particularly important block, that of

the Great Western Srg, difficult travelling terrain, where the density o.£.

as-tronomic points initially planned hasy as has been seen above,, to be , ... .

reduced. - - ■ - . .. ,-,,._

This block which in surface covers 17 sheets ori the approximate scale*

1:200,000 (185,000 square kilometres) is based, to the north, :west and sou;th

on a precision levelling transom and to the east on reference points determined

by the APR during a previous survey of a neighbouring block. It is furthermore

linked with various surveys (photogrammetrie on scale 1*100,000 to the north,

and topographic by a plane-table instrument on scale 1:200,000 to the west).
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diagram shbVs1 the' gap between the provisional elevations obtained

- after internal, adjustment'(defined to' ther nearest constant to1 50 m.) and the

true ele.vations derived ffbiri ground observations or bridgings,: the value of

the -former ibeing-in-general much more precise. " " '

After a definitive adjustment including particularly an.east-west ,

adaptation*,' the average value of the residues is from 3 to 4 m. and the number

of reference points on the ground is very largely superfluous; now.all these

points have been transferred on to the diagram even those the determinaiion

of which is unfavourable for the APR, arid there is a certain number of these,

particularly in the mountainous Colomb~Bechar region to the west of tie block;

logically,.these points should.have been omitted from the results. It is

noted -therefore that the. homogeneity of the whole is very satisfactory and

very suitable for a 1:200,000 survey* , ■ . . . - ■ '

I« Use of super wide-angle lens cameras

' The minimum scale of photographs is limited by the ceiling of.the aircraft

used for photographing and the focus used. With wide-angle lens camaras this

minimum scale i's approximately i;65,000, corresponding to a. flying Jieigii.t

above ground of approximately 8?000 m. The use of super wide-angle, fi^lm

cameras has made possible, for a same flying height, photographying on an

approximate scale of 1590,000,

The diminution in scale on the one hand and the larger plate size on the

other (23 x 23 instead of 18 x 18) permit a considerable gain in the number of

plates covering a given surface- For a 1;200,000 sheet {1° x 1°) the number

of couples is brought down on an average to 280 per hundred. Despite the size

of the field of the photograph, plotting is possible on double sliding front

plotting devices available to the Institut Ge'ographique National, in particular

on type D Poivilliers stereographs. The main plotting distance selected is

amplified in relation to the main distance of photographs in such a way as to

remain in the mechanic latitude of the apparatus.
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The use of the super wide-angle lens camera in favourable regions has

made possible a substantial saving in photographs (number of strips diminished

in the proportion of 16 to 10), profile recordings (number of longitudinal

profiles diminished in the same proportion), and the later operations of

profile, analysis; altitude determination, and the erection of couples on

plotting devices, since fewer are required for a given surface.

Conclusion

Since 1958 this method has been used in the 1:200,000 survey of more than

700,000 km2 of the Saharan regions.

Subject to conditions which must be carried out for judicious use, it is

an extremely effective and quick method the main advantages of which are ease

of analysis and altitude calculation operations and the very small number of

base altimetric points to be determined on the ground.

The blocks to be treated in this manner cannot be selected arbitrarily;

their form is determined essentially by the density and positioning of

precision levelling transoms which are necessary but which, in any event,

constitute an indispensable piece of equipment for all the various studies

concerning the development of the territory.
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